
  

 

 
 

 THE STABLE 
  HORSE OWNERSHIP TRANSFORMED 
Our vision is to create a better way to buy and sell yearlings, by bridging the gap between casual spectators and yearling investors.  
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Mission Statement 
The Stable was created by prominent Ontario-based trainer / driver Anthony MacDonald and his 
trainer wife Amy to give investors and fans a chance to buy into the exciting sport of harness racing 
for a uniquely low price, at the same time as ensuring breeders and yearling owners earn fair market 
value for their horses. 
At The Stable, we always have an eye on our owner's bottom line, seeking out the best bargains at 
the fall yearling sales in Canada and the US and passing those savings on to our buyers. 
The Stable's unique program gives buyers and investors an opportunity to make their own decisions 
about horse ownership by reviewing pedigrees and videos and getting frequent assessment updates 
from the trainers, veterinarians and blacksmiths on The Stable's yearling stock. 
Our flat rate billing system means owners can budget and our owner-friendly, open barn concept 
allows owners to check in on their horses whenever they want. 
Our ultimate goal at The Stable is to make race horse ownership affordable, fun and lucrative for 
new and long time owners alike. A place where anyone can afford to enjoy their own racehorse. 
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Executive Summary 
1: Over 2015 to 2016, The Stable's first operational season, yearlings on offer in the innovative 
fractional ownership program increased in value an average of 123%, with several horses topping 
500%. 
Some of The Stable's big successes include Bourbon and Barley, who was purchased for $6,000 in 
Feb. and sold in August, 2016 for $140,000. Rose Run Speedster was initially offered for sale by 
The Stable for $140 a share late last fall and he is now valued at $2,000 a share -- or $200,000 -- 
after notching three wins in four races, including two wins and a third in stakes races, for earnings of 
$86,100 in two months on the track. 
2: The Stable not only offers the opportunity to get a good return on your investment dollar, but 
owners can immerse themselves in the exciting game of harness racing for a buy-in price of as little 
as 1 % of the value of a promising yearling. This means a single share in a $20,000 yearling would 
cost $200, but would give the buyer all rights of ownership. 
3: Costs are kept to a bare minimum, with our monthly flat-rate training fee set at 74 cents / day per 
1 % share in a horse. That works out to $20 / share per month, less than the cost of a cup of takeout 
coffee a day.   
4: The Stable has a website with regularly updated videos featuring the most recent workouts for 
each horse and a regularly updated commentary from Anthony, so no matter where they live, owners 
can keep current on their horse's progress.  
5: Owners can sell their shares anytime. And because The Stable website keeps a rolling list of 
shares for sale on their Marketplace section of the website, shares in new horses are often on offer. 
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Owner’s Letter 
Thestable.ca is not a new concept, but it is reconfigured to make it accessible for almost anyone. 
What is new about our version of fractional racehorse ownership is that The Stable offers affordable, 
small share ownership. 
When my wife Amy and I started this venture, it was obvious that horseracing’s future was in trouble 
and something needed to be done to expand racing's reach and attract new owners and blood to a 
struggling industry. 
The Stable was the answer. 
When I was canvassing door-to-door in an earlier life running for political office in our community, 
many residents who knew I was a harness horseman, mentioned to me on their doorstep that they 
loved horses. 
I would ask " have you ever owned a racehorse?" 
"No" was always the answer. 
"Have you ever been to the races?" 
"No, I never really had a reason to go" was the predominant answer. 
At the same time as our industry was in serious decline caused mostly by the scrapping of the slots 
program at Ontario tracks, I saw the decline in horse racing, I saw an obvious interest in horses and 
horse racing. And you didn't need to be a lead detective to where this was going. 
Make owning horses affordable. Make it a sport that anyone could get into with a bare minimum 
investment and low, low monthly costs. 
Enter thestable.ca, Typically, the lowest number of shares a buyer could purchase was five, from an 
offering of 100. Amy and I knew that to succeed, we had to open the door to the real small time 
owner. 
To do that, we would offer buyers anywhere from 1 to 100 shares in yearlings we had assembled for 
this purpose.   
Our first year, we knew we had a unique but unproven idea, but we needed seed money. Being a bit 
of a salesman I convinced my wife we should refinance the mortgage and draw some equity out of 
our home. 
My wife, who is a full working partner and trainer in our The Stable partnership, understood it was a 
risk but the idea was sound so we got the money. 
The Stable bought some horses, convinced breeders to send us horses and took in horses third hand 
to train down and sell shares in. 
When all was said and done we had 24 horses in The Stable. 
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To make a splash and inform our new owners, who hail from across the Globe, so we used a drone to 
shoot training videos and had constant video reports and written updates on The Stable horses on 
our website. 
Interest exploded, with us fielding high volumes of emails and phone calls from interested people 
from all over the world, right out of the gate. 
When the dust settled in May, we had sold all offered shares and had over 75 clients from 2 
continents, over 20 states and virtually all provinces in Canada, a first in its scale. 
We have not just sold horses for breeders and shares to investors, but for the first time, The Stable 
has scooped entertainment dollars that have never seen a racetrack. 
Why go to the movies, out to dinner or on a mini vacation and blow your money on a one-time 
experience when you could buy a share in a horse and experience the ups, downs and sheer heart-
pumping exhilaration of watching a horse you own train down and hopefully race. 
We encourage our owners to talk to our staff and trainer, come to the barn and see the horses or 
just watch the entire process unfold at home on our user friendly website. 
With all this activity, The Stable has been a rousing success. 
We did what we said we would do, and what we found was, it wasn't just the people in Guelph who 
love horses and horse racing. 
People all over the world responded the same way and we knew that Amy and I built something 
special and we are just getting started. 
What you are about to read is a report showing graphs and numbers that tell the numerical story of 
The Stable and how individual horses and the stable as a whole performed to date in 2016. 
Our owners are spread all over the world, and this year as our numbers grow, our reach will also. 
Bringing in new fans and investors and bringing people back to the racetracks. 
We sell shares. We make fans. We play a small role in helping to save and grow our industry. 
It's a great start. 
  
Anthony Macdonald 
The Stable  
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A Message to Breeders 
At The Stable, we offer breeders the peace of mind they need, knowing that with us, they will get fair 
market value for their fall sales yearlings. 
The Stable gives you, the breeder, a financially sound and viable way to sell any percentage of your 
youngster for whatever the market will allow, anytime, without having to send them through the sales 
ring. We offer you an easy, cost-effective way to showcase and sell shares in your horse through 
access to our ever expanding global roster of owners. 
No need for you to hold your breath at the sale, hoping your price is met before the gavel drops. 
And if you decide to retain full or part ownership in your horse, we will do all the heavy lifting for you 
to make your youngster race-ready, right down to breaking, training and marketing your yearling for 
you. 
Remember: the sales cater only to those watching on that particular day. But The Stable can market 
shares in your horse 24 / 7 / 365 to clients worldwide. 
In our first year in business in 2015, The Stable sold all available shares in its group of yearlings. Of 
the 25 yearlings we started with, three were sold outright - one filly sold in July for $140,000 CDN 
which was substantially more than her $6,000 CDN purchase price just seven months earlier - three 
were turned out to mature and the remainder all qualified. 
As you can see, our goal at The Stable is to add value to your racing investment. 
Here is what we offer our clients: 
* Weekly drone videos showing the horses working and regular trainer commentary videos providing 
the most informed way for prospective owners to buy yearlings with the lowest risk possible. Which is 
why The Stable has been so successful in marketing yearlings across a broad spectrum of buyers, 
including many first timers to the sport. 
* Our flat rate training fee is set at 74 cents / day per 1% share in each horse. You are only 
responsible for the shares you own. 
Amy, our staff and myself offer a long record in the industry of success, hard work and 
professionalism. 
Our record speaks for itself. 
Please feel free to visit our barn any day or check out our website at http://www.thestable.ca/. Or 
follow us on Facebook or Twitter (@thestablecanads) or call Anthony at (519)400-4263. 
Hope to be doing business with you soon, 
Anthony & Amy MacDonald 
thestable.ca  
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Testimonials From Breeders 
 
The hardest part of becoming a racehorse owner or investor isn't necessarily the financial aspect.  In 
fact, getting the information to make decisions for the horse and your business can be even more 
difficult.  Many potential new owners are dissuaded because they don't know a trainer, don't know 
anything about the paperwork involved, have questions regarding medical care and so on.  With 
Thestable.ca, these questions are eliminated.  The owners don't have to feel intimidated or 
overwhelmed because Thestable.ca has an open door policy.  They post videos of the horses 
training, farriers and vets give their assessments, owners are encouraged to ask questions and see 
their horses in person.  Thestable.ca also helps facilitate the stakes process, which can be confusing 
for first time owner, or even for those for whom this isn't their first horse.  There are no surprise bills, 
all monetary agreements are clearly laid out beforehand, so the new owners know what to expect 
financially. They offer answers to anyone who has been dissuaded from ownership, simply from a 
lack of knowledge. By eliminating the unknown, Thestable.ca has effectively created a way to close 
the gap between racing fan and racehorse owner. 
Diamond Creek Farm firmly believes in how important the closing of this gap is for the whole harness 
racing industry.  There is a push to attract new fans to the tracks, so now Thestable.ca is a way to get 
those new fans to go from watching the races to also investing in yearlings and racehorses.  Without 
new owners at the sales, yearling prices will go down and and the sport will no be able to continue to 
grow.  It is crucial that new owners continue to be drawn in, and we believe that Thestable.ca has 
developed a business model that will have a positive impact on the harness industry. 
Adam Bowden (Diamond Creek Farm) 
The time to buy standardbred racehorses has never been better with shrinking foal crops and 
consistent purses. Thestable.ca is the single effort that is effectively getting this important message 
to future of the business – new owners who are excited about racing and investing. 
I am involved in several standardbred organizations and boards, some funded with hundreds of 
thousands of dollars extracted from the industry and yet Thestable.ca is the one entity I believe can 
measurably bring in new owners. 
My experience with Amy and Anthony could not be better. I raised and bred Othello Blue Chip and 
knew she had a real subtle quality about her from having raised and raced her mother. Rather than 
give her a way at an auction price, I choose to give her to Anthony and Thestable.ca. He worked 
through a disappointing start and a medical issue with skill and perfect communication back to me 
while allowing several other investors to join the group at different points in her progression. The filly 
is now looking like she will be a real race horse with 15 new owners on board! 
Through my communication with Anthony, I know more about her than the more expensive yearlings I 
am training with big name trainers. As a long term investor in the sport, the opportunity through 
Thestable.ca to share good times with multiple first time owners is a breath of fresh air. I will 
continue to support Anthony and his team...BRAVO 
Tom Grossman (Blue Chip Farms) 
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" I am extremely impressed with what Anthony has done with The Stable.ca. Fractional ownership has 
been around our game for some time, but Anthony has taken it to a whole new level! Fractional 
ownership is the future of our sport that allows anyone to be a part at any level for a price that they 
are comfortable with! As of now I have not been a part of this, but I can tell you that I definitely will be 
in the near future! I have had the pleasure of getting to know Anthony and his passion and work ethic 
are sure to make The Stable.ca a huge success! Something he has already proven in his first year of 
having horses on the track!" 
Joe McLead (Sugar Valley Farm)  
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The Horses 
We would like to showcase just a few of The Stable's youngsters to give buyers an insight into how 
these select horses are doing at an individual level, complete with the kind of updates that 
purchasing shares in a horse at The Stable you can expect so you can track your youngster's 
progress. 

EAST BOUND EDDIE 
 

 

QUOTES FROM THE TRAINER:  “A very well bred, fast learning colt with a great attitude.” -Jan 13, 2016  “Very well bred and moves quick for a long colt. No boots, no poles, no problems so far for Eddie.” – Feb 20, 2016  SUMMARY - First bought in November 2015 - Initial Offering = $35,000 - Increased 43% overall in Net Worth - $350/share to $500/share from November 2015 to June 2016 - June 2016 Value = $50,000 
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ROSE RUN SPEEDSTER 
 

 

QUOTES FROM THE TRAINER  “He is a power house and I can’t wait to watch him go.” -December 2015  “Top of the class.” – June 2016  SUMMARY - First shares sold in November 2015. - Initial value of $21,000 - Increased 519% overall - $210 a share to $1,300 a share - All shares sold 
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I’M MACON IT 
 

 

QUOTES FROM THE TRAINER  “Never made a break training, seriously” – Feb 20, 2015  “Most people that have followed this colt know how much I love him” - Dec 7, 2015  SUMMARY - First bought on October 2015 - Initial Offering = $9,000 - Increased 78% overall in Net Worth - $90/share to $160/share from October 2015 to April 2016 - April 2016 Value = $16,000  
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BOURBON AND BARLEY 
 

 

QUOTES FROM THE TRAINER  “A great attitude and a giant frame make her a filly I’m going to keep my eye on.” -Mar 6, 2016  “Is slowly creeping to the top of the pacing filly class.She put it on them in 1:57 last week and has overcome some minor issues to be a standout heading into Ohio this summer.” – June 6, 2016  SUMMARY - First bought in March 2015 - Initial Offering = $12,000 - Increased 816% overall in Net Worth - $200/share to $1300/share from November 2015 to June 2016 - Aug 2016 Value = $130,000  
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MENAGERIE 
 

 

QUOTES FROM THE TRAINER  “A really clean pacer, with a big motor.” – February 2016  “Keep your eye on this one for your fantasy pool.” – June 2016  SUMMARY - First shares sold in November 2015 - Initial value of $27,000 - Increased 48% overall - $270 a share to $400 a share - All shares sold by March 2016 
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The Numbers 
Over the past year, The Stable has revolutionized the horse racing industry by doing one simple 
thing; making it affordable and profitable for anyone to own a piece of a race horse. Whether you are 
looking to make a sizable investment in a horse, or affordable entertainment for you, your family and 
friends, The Stable has opened the door wide to an industry many people didn’t know existed. 
Besides the fun factor, buying shares in a yearling from The Stable gives owners a chance at making 
significant profits from race earnings or buying and selling shares. 
And the numbers for The Stable's first year in business are compelling: 

AVERAGE INCREASE IN HORSE VALUE: 123% 
Following is a complete synopsis on the financial performance of our horses to the beginning of 
August, 2016. All of the horses at The Stable have either maintained or increased in value, and the 
average of that increase is 123%, with several horses increasing in value over 500%. 

Horse Percentage Increase 
Rose run speedster 519.05% 
Ohello Blue Chip 57.14% 
Bourbon and Barley 816.67% 
Braonach 14.29% 
Adventure Ahead 29.63% 
Credit to Win 55.56% 
Royal Sally 28.57% 
Menagerie 48.15% 
Time Piece  Held Value 
East Bound Eddie 42.86% 
Hands up for Luck Held Value 
Magic Stretch Held Value 
Majestic Way 33.33% 
I m Macon it 77.78% 
Average 123.07%  

The next three pages use graphs to illustrate how, over time, the value of The Stable's young horses 
has changed along with a quick explanation. Following that is a detailed overview. 
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Figure 1 illustrates month over month, how the value of each horse has changed. The wider the column grows over time, the more the 
horse's total value has increased. Some horses, such as Rose Run Speedster show massive gains over time, while other horses, such as Im 
Macon It, have increased steadily. Bars are only shown when there is a transaction for that month. For example, all of Hands Up For Luck’s 
shares were sold in January 2016. 
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Figure 2 expands on Figure 1 by showcasing the percentage increase by month. Horses that show no bar means the horse has not yet 
increased in value. 
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Figure 3 includes all horses that had shares sold over a 4-month period, from beginning to end.  This illustrates how quickly the real growth 
in horse value changes over time, even though it doesn’t include the massive price growth for Rose Run Speedster and Bourbon and Barley. 
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FIGURE 3 - GROWTH BY MONTH (NET WORTH)
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Explanation 
The Stable has made the process of buying and selling shares easy, and the above illustrations show 
how quickly and easily an investment in a horse at The Stable can grow. The graphs show that every 
month, the average value of our horses are growing at some 10%. 
As you can see, figure 1 shows that the net returns over time for all 14 horses have never decreased. 
From October 2015 to August 2016, the cumulative net worth of the 14 horses shown in figures 1-3 
have increased from $310,000 to $570,000. That’s an increase of $160,000 in under one year. 
That’s equivalent to a monthly return of $1038.96 for each horse. 

Summary Statistics 
Total Initial Offering $310,000 
Total Ending Net Worth $570,000 
Total Return 184% 

 
After the initial offering, the horse remains at The Stable, for development and training, where ALL 
owners of are welcome to visit with their family and friends and watch their horse and work and play. 
As the youngster begins to learn and grow under the tutelage of Anthony, Amy, and their capable 
staff, the horse's value will change. The value is most likely to climb as long as the horse is healthy 
and races well. When the net worth of the horse ramps up, the investor can elect to sell and turn a 
profit. Investors have access to advice from the trainer and the website (www.thestable.ca), where 
they can study reports on the performance of the horse, track videos of workouts and jogs, the 
trainer’s comments and other information such as veterinarian reports. Overall, the investor is very 
much in control of their stake in their horse and has access to a wide array of resources. 
Costs 
The cost structure at The Stable is simple: besides the initial share price, the owner is responsible for 
paying $20 a month plus tax, per share owned. There are other costs that come up throughout the 
year (stake payments, transportation, a stable fee etc.) that are added to your monthly bill, but are 
generally minor on a per share basis. The $20 a month fee covers most costs, including training, 
food, and medical expenses for the horses. 
Figure 4 on the next page is an expansion of Figure 3, and although it doesn’t include some of the 
impressive gains of The Stable stars Rose Run Speedster and Bourbon and Barley, owners are still 
making a modest profit. 
This graph makes another point: that investing in horses right at the beginning offers the most opportunity for gains. Figure 4 is only showing the first 4 months of the horse’s value, but it isn’t usually until the horse starts racing that you get any real indication of its true value. If we drag the same graph an extra couple months to include the rapid rise of Rose Run Speedster (Figure 5), you can see how rapidly the shape changes. Most of the other horses hold steady around the same value, but it is completely possible that any of the others horses could see the same huge spike as Rose Run Speedster, once they get a chance to develop.   
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Evaluating Risk 
Although each of The Stable's youngsters is headed toward a career at the track, there is always a risk that a horse’s career could end due to injury. Or, they could win several races in a row and explode in value, like The Stable's two star horses, Rose Run Speedster and Bourbon and Barley, who both saw their value skyrocket by some 400% within one short month. At The Stable, you can choose your level of risk at the buy-in stage by deciding whether to purchase shares early in the horse's career, or later, after it shows some promise, but the price has risen. Buying shares right when a horse is listed on thestable.ca provides the most room for growth, but is also the riskiest time because the horse has not raced yet, and its performance is not yet known. Waiting a few months to see how the horse trains will give a better idea of how the horse is likely to do on the track, though as the horse improves, the share price will rise. You can even choose to wait until the horse starts racing. This would carry the least amount risk, but good horses will cost a premium. To summarize:  

Buying Period Risk Price 
After Listing High Low 
After Training Begins Medium Medium 
After Racing Begins Low High 

 
This table illustrates one of the greatest strengths of The Stable, because it is completely your choice 
when you want to invest. At every stage in the process you have the opportunity to make money, not 
to mention the excitement that goes along with watching your horse grow and compete, never mind 
win. 
Another very important fact to consider is all of The Stable horses are still at the beginning of their 
racing careers, and the current valuation numbers are fluid. Any one of the horses that have had 
little change in value so far could suddenly peak in value. For example, let’s look at Im Macon It. His 
initial listing price was only $90 a share, and has increased in value modestly and will likely stay 
there until he starts racing an shows what he has. Im Macon It was a riskier horse, which was why 
his price was initially set so slow, but he has trained well, his value has increased and he has the 
potential to win races. Bourbon and Barley had a similar start, holding steady at $140 per share, but 
the filly blew up quickly to $1,100 a share within two months. 
The Stable gives you the chance, and the flexibility, to buy and sell shares on your terms, all while 
experiencing the thrill of watching a horse you own train and race.  
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The Opportunity 
The Stable is not only targeting the existing horse racing industry, but taking dead aim at the 
entertainment industry. For the price of nice dinner out, the average person can buy a piece of a race 
horse and enjoy the benefits that go along with it. For instance, instead of going to the movie theatre 
and buying overpriced tickets and snacks, a family can come down and watch their horse train 
anytime they’d like. Or a business executive can take colleagues and clients for a night at the races 
to watch their horse race. Or how about buying an "office" racehorse along with the monthly lottery 
pool. We’ve opened up the market so anyone who has never even seen a horse race can now own a 
part of a horse for a minimum cost. 
Using Rose Run Speedster as an example, we’ve outlined the benefits and costs to both those 
looking for a source of entertainment and investment. 

Benefit Entertainment Investment 
 Buy 1% of a horse Buy 10% of a horse 
Price $210 $2,1000 
   
Visit Your Horse Anytime   Access to Online Videos   Sell Your Shares at Anytime   Receive Updates on Your Horses Progress   
Opportunity to Make Significant Returns   

 
Best of all, YOU decide: 
1. When to cash out of your investment and  
2. At what price 
If you believe that your share is underpriced, you can to choose the price you want to list your shares 
at on The Stable's Marketplace link or hold on to them until the price rises. 
What’s costs are involved:  

 Initial Investment – (number of shares) x (share price) 
 Monthly expenses - $20/month 
 Stake payments, transportation (varies), minimal stable fees, some veterinarian fees, OLGC 

owner's licence. 
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Testimonials 
Having my first chance of actually owning a piece of a yearling was something I have always wanted 
but didn't have enough cash to be actually involved in the horse business. 
When I saw an ad of Anthony Macdonald actually explaining the process on how you could get 
involved in a stake horse whether it was Ontario or a United States stake program I made it a point 
to contact Anthony and his newly formed stable thestable.ca 
The whole process was explained on a one on one basis to be later followed up with seminars and 
videos open to everyone that wanted to get involved with fractional ownership. 
The method was relatively simple and it was invest what you can afford into certain horses that were 
bought on behalf of the stable.ca and you received a share or percentage of that particular horse. 
You could follow the weekly progression of your yearling from breaking them into the jog bike to 
actually training in a few months through the videos that are routinely put on the stable website. 
If you have any inquiries about your horse Anthony is always available either by phone, Facebook 
messenger or e mail within hours to address any concerns you might have. 
Myself I have bought into a Oss staked trotter and will be making his debut as a two year old eligible 
to race this year. 
The stats are there from last year with out of 20 or so horses in the stable as yearlings over 90% 
have made it to the track and that's quote a high percentage. 
So if you are looking to be involved in the harness racing business check carefully with Anthony and 
Amy McDonald's at www.thestable.ca before you make your choice into your next fractional 
ownership investment, the stats tell all the truth! 
Brad Snell 
Newmarket Ontario 
 
“This has been a fantastic experience for me personally. As an ex-thoroughbred groom, I truly missed 
being around horses. Thestable.ca gave me a chance to own horses based on my budget. I was 
fortunate to buy into Rose Run Speedster so it has been a real thrill. Anthony and Amy are really 
super people to deal with. I ask questions and they give me straight-forward answers. I definitely plan 
on buying in again next year.” 
Dave Webber 
Milton, Ontario 
 
"Anthony and Amy have been totally professional and approachable the entire time we have been 
involved with The Stable. They provide frank assessments of the horses and give regular updates to  
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all investors, no matter if you own 1% or 25% of a horse. They make billing easy to understand and 
pay and welcome all owners to come out and watch their horses train. I, without reservation, 
recommend The Stable for anyone interested in feeling the excitement of owning a racehorse!." 
Garnet Barnsdale 
 
I am new to this percentage ownership so other than having knowledge of horses, I don’t have a lot 
of experience in the racing world or training, especially Standardbreds. 
I was more concerned about integrity and honesty. Anthony came highly recommended as someone 
who exhibited both integrity and honesty. I trust him to do what is right for the horse and I like the 
fact that he puts the horse first. I myself am a horse owner, so I look for that quality in a person. He 
tells it like it is. If I have a question he answers it honestly. He keeps us all up to date on what is 
happening with our horses. I am not at all disappointed. I also like the fact that he allows the owners 
to go up and visit the horses whenever we like. I like that. I know that Majestic is in very good hands. 
For me, I am in this for some fun. 
Mary-Joe 
 
"No One, works harder"  
Anthony from "Mr Fast" (David fasulo) 
 
“Been with Anthony since December 2015. Bought percentages on two horses. Happy with training 
down of horses and communication was excellent. Buying yearlings can be an up and down 
proposition and I feel Anthony has been very upfront and honest with me. Looking forward to next 
year” 
Joe Patterson 
Milton, Ontario 
 
My wife and I are not only impressed with Anthony and Amy's talent as trainers, but with their 
commitment. We as investors have committed very small amounts of money compared to Anthony 
and Amy's commitment.  The financial risk to acquire several yearlings is considerable, much higher 
that any member of the Stable.ca. The hours of preparation, jogging, training, feeding and general 
care of several yearlings is considerable and we as members of the Stable.ca only see a small part of 
the process.  The care of the barns requires many hours and is important to the welfare of the 
horses.  Employees need to be hired and managed.  We are proud and pleased to be part of the 
Stable.ca and have complete confidence in both Anthony and Amy.  We trust they will make the right 
decisions for our investment, the horse’s wellbeing and for the Stable.ca as a whole.  KUDOS.       
Guy and Ruth Ann Haskell 
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I’m with Anthony all the way. We had 5% of Bourbon & Barley and 6% of Fashion Star, both sold and 
we want more. So we are in. 
 
I have really enjoyed being able to get back into harness racing through the Stable/Ca. I used to own 
and train horses myself but that is something I can no longer do and the Stable/Ca lets me do it in a 
way I am able. Anthony has been so supportive and great to work with. He and Amy are considerate 
and stay on top of things about keeping you informed every step of the way. I am looking forward to 
being a part of the Stable/CA for a long time in the future. 
Louise Johnson 
Greenbush, Va.USA 
 
"Being part of TheStable.ca has been a unique, fun, and profitable experience.  Fractional ownership 
has allowed me to purchase pieces of multiple horses, a necessity when it comes to babies, instead 
putting all my eggs in one basket.  The ability to freely buy and sell my shares, at what I consider the 
optimal time, has been an invaluable tool which has given me a flexibility I've never been 
experienced as an owner before.  Amy and Anthony are professional, courteous, and always 
available."   - Adam Mace, Altona, Manitoba 
 
I’ve known Anthony only a short while as I have part ownership in one of his horses -MAJESTIC WAY I 
can tell you Anthony is a class act & so is his stable. All dealings with Anthony have been very 
professional. I trust all his judgments with the horse because he has shown me he really cares for 
the horses & their wellbeing comes first. I knew the first time we met he was a good horse man with 
lots of knowledge & expertise. He has made my ownership experience a very pleasant one so far. 
Because Anthony was so good to me a good friend of mine also bought ownership in Majestic Way. 
We have visited the stable at the training center & were so impressed. The thing I like which 
attracted me to buy ownership was the affordability that he has made possible to everyday people 
like myself. I would never have thought it possible for me to do this I’m ever so grateful to be able to 
fulfill this awesome dream come true. Thanks Anthony---------------------DAN BURGESS 


